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4 PERSON OVAL CONFERENCE ROOM TABLE AND CHAIRS BUNDLE | HARMONY SERIES
6' OVAL CONFERENCE TABLE AND 4 AME EXECUTIVE CHAIRS

$2,561.16 $2,433.10
Table Top Dimensions: 71.5"W x 45"D x 1"H
Features Include:

Complete conference room set up
Contemporary design with modern accents
Complemented with metal T legs
9 quickship laminates available with correlating edge banding
Coordinates with the Sapphire Wall System and Sapphire Cubicle System for
a uniformed working environment

An inset power/data module available for an upcharge

https://www.skutchi.com/showcase-sapphire-wall-system/
https://www.skutchi.com/showcase-sapphire-cubicle-system/
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Chair features:
Mesh seat and back for durable, breathable support
Split back design for lumbar support
Adjustable seat depth and tilt
3D adjustable arms: Height adjustable, arm pad slider, and arm pad pivot
Durable polished aluminum base and frame
Tilt: Full-back 3 locking positions & tension adjustment.
Height adjustments: Pneumatic seat height adjustment
Arms: Height adjustable (3.75″), arm pad slider (1.5″) and arm pad pivot
Seat: durable breathable mesh
Meets the BIFMA standard for commercial grade use

Also, you can call toll-free (888) 993-3757 to customize this table with another
size, tabletop shape, base, or laminates available.

SKU: HAR-BUNDLE-OVL-46X72-T-AME6226
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The Harmony Conference Table Series offers a complete conference room setup with this 4 Person
Oval Conference Room Table And Chairs Bundle. The table measures approximately 6' in length, 4' in
width, and the thickness of the tabletop is 1". It can comfortably seat up to 4 people. This conference

room set includes 4 high back executive chairs in black.

Our Harmony Series features modern conference tables designed to look sleek and stylish for any
board room or meeting room. Because our conference tables are commercial-grade and constructed
from eco-friendly materials, they make them one of our top-selling products. You can choose from

various options such as shape, size, bases, laminates, and data/electric modules.

Harmony Conference Series gives classic shapes a modern twist, combining creativity and class with
durable construction which fits virtually any modern office environment. Because it's designed with

scalability in mind, its modular construction allows you to easily enhance or reduce the size of the table.

Ame Executive Chair

This 4 Person Oval Conference Room Table And Chairs Bundle includes 4 high-back mesh chairs to
complete your conference room set up. Ame ergonomic executive chairs provide a comfortable and

sleek addition to your conference room set-up. The price on the page includes shipping. Also, you can
call with any questions prior to ordering online. We'd be happy to assist you.

https://www.skutchi.com/showcase-harmony-conference-series/
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